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Job Title: Logistics Projects Coordinator 

Location: Samrand  

The candidate will be responsible for daily receiving, verifying and issue of stock, the preservation of 

product, stock takes and variances, daily stock management as well as coordinating and transacting 

of Client Owned, Intercompany and Project roll-out stock. Additionally the candidate will also be 

responsible for the coordination and management of stock handed over between the Configuration 

Centre and Warehouse. The role includes stock takes over weekends of the stock in the 

Warehouse, as well as stock counts and verification of stock at offsite stock locations. 

 

Primary Role Accountabilities : 

 Daily stock processing of all transactions on Microsoft Dynamic Great Plains, handing over 

of required paperwork to the Document Control department 

 Daily receiving, picking and verifying of stock against transactional documents 

 Participating in weekly and monthly stock counts Warehouse stock counts, including 

investigating and resolving of any variances, as well as any Offsite stock counts as required 

 Coordination of config requests, movement of stock to and from the Config centre, record 

keeping and reporting thereof  

 Coordinating investigation and response to queries from other departments 

 

 

Critical Requirements - Skills,  Experience & Qualifications: 

 Strong computer literacy skills, specifically in MS Excel and ERP system knowledge - 

Microsoft Dynamic Great Plains would be an advantage. Senior Certificate (Matric) essential 

 Very strong organizational and management skills, experience in stock and personnel 

management essential. Analytical, logical and methodical with emphasis on attention to 

detail  

 Ability to work under pressure and without supervision and take ownership of assigned tasks 

and on time delivery, reliable and committed. 

 Project coordination and stock control experience as well as stock control systems 

experience is critical for this role. Code EB drivers license will be an advantage 

 Previous experience in a ISO9001 Quality Management System work environment will be 

extremely advantageous 
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